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100 % waterproof 
XL wall panels

Renovation-friendly  
A fresh look for your project?  
It’s possible, without removing 
existing tiles. With Masq wall 
XL panels you can reveal the 
potential of every room with 
exceptional finesse and a 
high-level finish.

Perfect transition
Perfect transition between the 
different XL wall panels, even 
with uneven surfaces. 

Authentic look
You will instantly appreciate 
your interior with Masq wall. 
The sand, stone and marble 
structure of our panels not 
only offers the warmth of 
natural materials but also 
has the right feel - ensuring 
every detail is right.

— v-groove look.

unlock  
a new look



masq wall 
in a nutshell

— all the benefits.

 suitable for both renovation 
and new builds. 

 No hassle with cement adhesives or 
grinders, the Masq panels can be pasted 
onto to the existing tile wall.

 perfect transition. 
 Irregular existing walls are not an issue 

thanks to the v-groove on the XL wall 
panel.

 authentic look. 
 Feels warm to the touch.

 the affordable & safe 
alternative to expensive 
luxury ceramic panels.

 100% waterproof panels.

  no grouting required  
(dust-free & silent).

 The tongue-and-groove system avoids 
grouting and guarantees neat installation.

	 the	slightly	flexible	XL	panels	
are perfect for installation in 
smaller spaces.

 Easy to transport in an elevator or a 
narrow staircase.

 4x faster installation 
compared to ceramic tiles.

 You can easily cut the tiles with a 
handsaw, circular or jigsaw and even a 
box cutter. 

 easy to install over existing 
wall coverings: no breaking 
or stripping required, no wall 
levelling. 

 Less waste and fewer waste disposal 
costs, contributing to a cleaner 
environment.

 5 mm thick but just as strong 
as a ceramic tile  
- no waste of useful space.

100% circular

At Masq, we are committed to creating a 
sustainable future. By sourcing our own raw 
materials and employing a unique patented 
RCB production technology, we ensure 
that all PVC waste generated during the 
manufacturing process is 100% recycled into 
new base materials. These materials are then 
reintegrated into the production of new Masq 
wall panels, creating a closed-loop system. 
With zero waste production, we proudly 
demonstrate our dedication to environmental 
preservation.

sustainable energy 

Not only are our products 100% circular 
internally, but we also prioritise the use 
of sustainable energy. We are excited to 
share that we have installed an impressive 
5,600 square meters of solar panels on our 
premises. This means that our operations are 
powered by renewable energy, 
reducing our carbon footprint 
and contributing to a greener 
planet.

futureproof
production
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100% waterproof wall panels are even 
suitable for shower installation*
* Use in shower: seal with waterproof silicone

tongue and groove system,  
for easy and fast installation

robust  
strong  
durable

Grooved backside to maximise 
the bonding surface.

Long mounting lip to 
prevent water infiltration.

non-RCB
e.g. SPC,  

WPC, ...

RCB

RCB® patented Rigid Core Board Technology
Thanks to our patented RCB technology, where 
the coex-stability layer is co-extruded with the 
premium PVC onto the base plate, our tiles & 
panels retain their shape after installation and 
we can guarantee top-of-the-range quality. 
This results in an exceptionally strong fixation of 
the multicoloured film and the base plate, even 
after years of contact with water. 

Our advanced RCB technology allows us to 
produce lighter and higher-quality panels, 
which not only reduces the CO2 footprint but 
also makes them more environmentally friendly. 
in addition, we are proud to say that our panels 
are made in Belgium, further reducing their CO2 
footprint.

RCB base plate  
patented Rigid Core 
Board technology

only 5 mm thick

realistic	multicoloured	film	 
or  
high-quality digital print

RCB additional coex 
bonding layer for 
humid areas
patented Rigid Core 
Board Technology

protective 
PU top coat

10-year 
guarantee



info@masq.be / masq.be

 65 × 37.5 cm
A52 colima 90 × 260 cm

 65 × 37.5 cm
918 hanoi 90 × 260 cm

 65 × 37.5 cm
A53 zanzibar 90 × 260 cm

 65 × 37.5 cm
911 liverpool 90 × 260 cm

 65 × 37.5 cm
868 ubeda 90 × 260 cm

 65 × 37.5 cm
915 kampala 90 × 260 cm

 65 × 37.5 cm
B35 corabia 90 × 260 cm

 65 × 37.5 cm
B87 tuzla 90 × 260 cm

masq wall  the collection
XL  v-groove 90 × 260 cm


